Delivering Quality Insights

DONORS DECIPHERED
CRACKING THE COMMUNICATION CODE
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INTRODUCTION
Building trust and confidence
Through this extensive research programme we
have spoken to the public about key topics relevant
to the charity sector as a whole, including charity
support, what influences this, ways of giving, loyalty,
changes in support, communication preferences and
attitudes and perceptions towards communication
from charities. In this report we provide a valuable
insight into what donors are thinking and expecting
from charities.

For the past 3 years charities have faced a storm
of negative press and media criticism over various
aspects of their operations, from poor fundraising
tactics, misappropriation of funds, CEO pay and
sometimes even illegal practices.
For the vast majority this is unwarranted, but
sadly the poor practices of a small minority have
meant the trust and confidence of their donors,
supporters, and the general public has been
seriously damaged, with impacts across the whole
of the sector.

Based on the findings from this research our
message is simple – handing over more control of
communications is the key to rebuilding trust and
confidence.

So, individual charities and the sector as a whole
must do something about this, and the key to their
success lies in understanding supporters’ current
feeling towards charities, to whom they freely give
some £2.6bn* each year.

*HMG - Donations declared by Individuals completing SelfAssessment 2007-08 to 2014-15

Over the summer, Public Knowledge has spoken to
5,000 members of our 240,000 strong online panel
to support the sector, uncovering pointers on what
conversations are needed to help charities
address this.
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METHODOLOGY
NOTE

We spoke
We spoke
to to

5,000
5,000

This research was designed and conducted by
Public Knowledge, the public and third sector facing
division of Dipsticks Research Group (DRG).

members
of our
members
of our
online
panel
through
online
panel
through
an online
survey
an online survey

A nationally representative sample of 5,000
responses was collected via an online survey
between the 6th June and 7th July 2016. A sample of
this size is considered to be statistically robust within
the industry with a margin of error of +/-1.39 at the
95% confidence level, +/-1.82 at the 99% confidence
level. The data was collected via our in-house online
panel, Panelbase which currently has over 240,000
registered members.

naonally
naonally

A

A

representave
representave
sample
sample

Quotas were imposed to ensure a representative
sample was collected in terms of age, gender,
socio-economic status and region.

Datawas
was
collected
Data
collected
between
6th
June
between
6th
June
and
2016
and7th
7thJuly
July
2016
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Figure 1
Charity Support

Base total sample- 5000

THE CURRENT
PICTURE
OF
CHARITY
SUPPORT

79%

5%
16%
47%

OF THE
UK PUBLIC

32%

HAVE SUPPORTED

CHARITY IN THE

I have made a donation to/supported more than one charity
within the past 12 months

LAST YEAR ALONE

I have made a donation to/supported one charity within the
past 12 months
I have not made a donation to/supported charities within
the past 12 months
I used to support charities but I no longer do so

79% of the UK public have supported charity in the
last year. Just under a third of supporters (32%)
chose one charity to support, with 47% dividing their
support across multiple charities.

Females are more likely to support more than one
charity than males (51% vs. 43%) as are ABC1’s when
compared to C2DE’s (52% vs. 41%).

SUPPORTED
MULTIPLE
CHARITIES

CHOSE ONE
CHARITY TO
SUPPORT

There is a strong age trend, in that support for more
than one charity increases with age, indicating
this builds through an accumulation of interests through connections and experiences of life and
interaction with charities.

47%

32%

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

I have made a donaon to/supported one charity within the past 12 months

41%

36%

37%

29%

27%

25%

I have made a donaon to/supported more than one charity in the past 12 months

32%

39%

41%

50%

56%

59%

I used to support charies but no longer do so

7%

7%

6%

5%

4%

4%

I have not made a donaon to/supported charies within the past 12 months

20%

18%

17%

16%

13%

12%

Charity Support

TABLE 1: Age breakdown of charity support (Base total sample-5000)
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CH CH CHANGES

the influences are more likely to come from the
sector itself, due to media stories around charity and
fundraising and pressure to increase support (see
highlighted boxes in table 2 for data).

13% of charity supporters have changed the way
they support in the last year, the majority of these
changes are positive with 43% supporting more
charities and 15% increasing financial support.
It's when we dug deeper into the reasons behind these
changes, that we uncovered feelings towards charities
and their communications in the current climate.
Alongside changes in personal financial
circumstances, it is changes in personal interests
and experiences which stand out as the main
reasons for increased support. Increased financial
support is influenced more by personal interests and
connections than a change in financial circumstance.

43% SUPPORT
MORE CHARITIES

23% SUPPORT
FEWER CHARITIES

15% INCREASED

11% DECREASED

17% REPLACED

12% STOPPED
DONATING TO A
PARTICULAR
CHARITY

THEIR FINANCIAL
SUPPORT

Conversely, decreased financial support is very much
driven by a change in personal financial circumstance
(59%), a reason outside of the control of charities.
When looking at those who supported fewer charities
(23%) or stopped supporting a particular charity (12%)

FINANCIAL WITH
ANOTHER FORM
OF SUPPORT

THEIR FINANCIAL
SUPPORT

Stopped
Replaced
supporng
financial
a
support with
parcular another form
charity
of support

Support
more
charies

Increased
financial
support

Decreased
financial
support

Support
fewer
charies

A change in my personal financial circumstances

32%

13%

59%

37%

13%

29%

Change in personal interest/experience

31%

34%

0%

10%

11%

43%

Media stories around charity fundraising

8%

6%

17%

18%

26%

8%

Pressure to increase my support

11%

16%

15%

18%

25%

10%

The way in which the charity communicates with me

14%

14%

4%

14%

16%

2%

Other

3%

17%

4%

3%

8%

9%

TABLE 2: Reasons for change in charity support (Base: Those who have changed the way they support charities in the past year-494)
Donors Deciphered: Cracking the Communication Code
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Half of charity supporters (51%) display loyalty to
their chosen charity/charities saying they tend to
support the same organisations year on year, and
this is enhanced across age (39% of 18-24 year olds
vs. 67% of 65+).

37%

FOR
OF SUPPORTERS

THE DECISION

51%

TO SUPPORT A CHARITY

CHARITY
OF CHARITY
SUPPORTERS
HAVE A LOYALTY TO THEIR
CHOSEN CHARITY YEAR ON
YEAR

IS MORE FLUID

For 37% the decision is more fluid. This group decide
whether to support when asked, with no particular
loyalty to one charity over another. They tend to be
younger (49% of 18-24 year olds, 47% of 25-34 year
olds) - the supporters of the future who are yet to
mark their loyalty? Or a new wave of supporters, a
more spontaneous giving group?
With younger supporters more open to influence
from communications, getting this right, especially
in the current climate, is crucial to establishing and
maintaining the charity-supporter relationship.

Figure 2
Loyal vs. in moment support

67%

Base all charity supporters- 3952
57%
51%

51%

49%

47%
40%

39%

37%

42%

44%
38%
32%
24%

9%

Total

4%

3%

2%

18-24

11%

9%

8%

25-34

10%
3%

35-44

9%
2%

45-54

8%

55-64

I tend to support the same charity or charities year on year
I decide whether or not I will donate to a charity when asked, with no particular loyalty to one charity over another
Neither of the above
Don’t know
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1%

1%

65+

rewarding element of charity support (42%) as well
as the ability to raise awareness of the charity (45%)
as reasons why they prefer to support the way they
do when compared to those who support the same
charities year on year.

SPOTLIGHT ON THE
IN-MOMENT SUPPORTERS
As well as being younger, the in-moment,
spontaneous supporters are more likely to be
extrovert in personality (44%), present on social
media (40%) and to give through a wider range of
methods, including one-off financial donations,
buying raffle tickets, sponsoring others or taking part
in sponsored events to raise money, attending and
holding events to raise money and participating in
social media campaigns.

FIND GIVING
ENJOYABLE AND
REWARDING

RATE
THEMSELVES
AS EASILY
INFLUENCED

42%

49%

This coupled with the wider range of ways in which
the in-moment group support charities and that
they are the least likely group to want to be thanked
by charities, points to a generous support group
more spontaneous in their giving and open to
influences at the time but with less of a loyalty to
one given cause.
It is interesting to note, the in-moment decision
makers are more likely than those supporting the
same charities year on year to feel:

Charities spend too much on
communications (54% vs. 50%)

THE YOUNGER SPONTANEOUS
SUPPORTERS ARE OPEN

Under pressure from charity
communications (50% vs. 43%)

TO GIVE THROUGH A WIDER

RANGE OF METHODS

Overwhelmed by charity
communications (48% vs. 46%)

This sociable and involved group are more likely to
rate themselves as easily influenced (49%) and to
have supported more than one charity in the last
year than donated to the same charity year on year.
Adding to the picture that this group are more in
moment and involved in their behaviour, they also
comment more readily on the enjoyable and

This highlights communications from the sector
are playing a part in how supporters interact
with charities, the pressure and volume of
communications from the sector potentially a barrier
to establishing a relationship.

Donors Deciphered: Cracking the Communication Code
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CAUSES SUPPORTED
When we looked at reported support by charity
type, it was cancer charities which have the widest
appeal, with 3 in 5 having supported a cancer charity
in the last year and a similar projection for next year.
Other medical/health charities came next, alongside
children’s charities, followed by just over a third
having supported an animal cause.

WHAT IS
THE
RECIPE
FOR
SUPPORT?
To understand what influences support, we asked
respondents to think of the charity they’d most often
supported in the last year and tell us how strongly a
long list of factors influenced them.

3 IN 5 PEOPLE

SUPPORT A

CANCER CHARITY
When we asked which causes the public were
likely to support in 2017, the order stayed largely
consistent, with small increases in expected support
reported for disability, older people, hospital and
environmental charities.

A RESOUNDING

87%

OF PEOPLE

SAY THAT

TRUST IS KEY
Causes
Cancer
Medical/Health
Children’s
Animals/wildlife
Disability
Older people
Hospital
Homeless
Military
Overseas aid
Environmental
Schools
Religious
History/heritage
Sports
Arts

Supported in the
past 12 months

Likely to support in
the next 12 months

62%
44%
42%
36%
23%
22%
21%
20%
18%
18%
12%
10%
8%
8%
4%
4%

61%
45%
44%
38%
27%
26%
25%
23%
19%
16%
16%
12%
9%
10%
5%
5%

A resounding 87% told us trust is key having agreed
with the statement ‘I trust the charity to use my
donation to make a difference’. Belief in the work of
the charity (86% agreement) and feeling the charity
makes a real difference (86% agreement) are the
next most commonly reported above more personal
reasons or altruistic feelings, indicating a real need
for visibility of how charities use donations.
This is something that lends itself well to being
communicated through real-life and positive stories,
two of the top content preferences for charity
communications (see page 14 for details).

Donors Deciphered: Cracking the Communication Code
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Media coverage was the only factor deemed
by a greater proportion of our sample to be
non-influential (36%) as opposed to influential
(29%). Although this was not the case amongst
the younger age groups with 38% of 18-24 year
olds and 40% of 25-34 year olds agreeing media
coverage did influence their decision to support
(Vs. 17% of 18-24 year olds and 20% 25-34 year
olds who said it had no influence).

51%
OF 18-34
YEAR OLDS

SUPPORT

THEIR CHARITY TO

Younger supporters are more likely to have been
influenced by a wider range of factors. Friends and
family play a role, with over half (53%) of 18-24
year olds rating this as an influencer, with half of
25-34 year olds feeling the same.

INFLUENCE
OTHERS TO GIVE

An optimistic and involved group, 51% of 18-34
year olds also supported their charity to influence
others to support, potential advocates of the
charity if the communication is right.

Thinking about the charity you have donated/supported most oen in the
past 12 months, how strongly do the following influence your choice to
support?
1= no influence- 7= major influence

Net
Influenal

Net
NonInfluenal

Difference

Average
(Mean
score)

I trust the charity to use my donaon to make a difference

87%

2%

85%

4.4

I believe in the work of the charity

86%

2%

84%

4.4

I feel the charity makes a real difference

86%

2%

84%

4.4

Their reputaon

81%

3%

78%

4.2

The charity fits with my beliefs

80%

3%

77%

4.2

I understand how the charity uses my donaon

74%

4%

70%

4.1

It’s the right thing to do

75%

6%

69%

4.0

Personal interest

74%

7%

67%

4.0

It makes me feel good to donate to this charity

73%

7%

66%

4.0

The charity does good work in my local area

58%

11%

47%

3.8

I feel this charity is under supported

52%

13%

39%

3.6

I have personal experience of the work of the charity

46%

27%

19%

3.3

Support of this charity by my friends/family

42%

29%

13%

3.1

Opportunity to influence others to donate/support

39%

26%

13%

3.1

Media coverage

29%

36%

-7%

2.8

TABLE 3: Influencers on charity support (Base all charity supporters-3952)
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identified this as a
strong influence and a
similar proportion (44%)
seek reassurance on
how their personal data
is used.

COMMUNICATION
INFLUENCES
With trust and belief that charities use donations
to make a real difference the driving force behind
support, it’s unsurprising to see ‘transparency
around the finances and management of the charity’
(a mean score of 5.6 of 7) and ‘more information
about how my donation is used’ (5.5 of 7) selected
as the most influential communication messages.
Data for the younger age group again suggests they
are more discerning, as 61% stated they want more
information on how their donations are used.

$

52%

The call for emergency
aid (local/national
disasters 4.9), opt-in
communication systems
(4.5), media coverage
STATED THAT THEY
(4.4) and advertising
campaigns (4.2) are all
felt to be less influential
ON HOW THEIR
and endorsement by
a celebrity was felt by
a greater proportion
(47%) to have a negative
influence over their likelihood to donate.

WANTED MORE

INFORMATION

DONATIONS

And, when asked why they no longer donate, those
who have turned away in the past year have done so
due to transparency around how donations are used.
62% stated they would be more inclined to give if
they knew how their donation was used. This is more
prominent amongst the younger age group too.

ARE USED

This pattern shines a spotlight on the current need
for open, truthful conversations with supporters,
stripping back the celebrity support and big money
campaigns and handing over more control to donors
to rebuild relationships.

Our survey also uncovered supporters are seeking
more control over how and when to donate. 46%

How would the following influence the way in which you
support chari es?

Net
posi ve
influence

Net
nega ve
influence

1= very nega vely influence- 7= very posi vely influence

(rated 6 or 7)

(rated 1 or 2)

Transparency around the management and finances of the charity

56%

More informa on about how my dona on is used

Difference

Average
(Mean
score)

2%

54%

5.6

52%

2%

50%

5.5

Reassurance about the use of the personal data I share with chari es

46%

2%

44%

5.3

More control over when and how I donate

44%

2%

42%

5.3

More control over how chari es communicate with me

35%

2%

33%

5.0

A local/ na onal/ global disaster

32%

4%

28%

4.9

Opt-in future communica ons systems

24%

7%

17%

4.5

Media coverage

17%

7%

10%

4.4

Adver sing of charity campaigns

15%

9%

6%

4.2

9%

28%

-19%

3.4

Endorsement of a celebrity

TABLE 4: Attitudes towards communication influences (Base all charity supporters-3952)
Donors Deciphered: Cracking the Communication Code
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Figure 3
Communication influences
Base all charity supporters- 3952
46%
Transparency around the
finances and management of the charity
56%

23%

3% 2%

17%

2% 2%

5

2% 2%

4- No influence

More informaon about how my donaon is used
27%

52%

7&6- Very positive
influence

17%

More control over how and when I donate
46%

23%

28%

Reassurance about the use of the personal data I share with charies
26%

44%

25%

4% 2%

More control over how charies communicate with me
5% 2%

30%

29%

35%

A local/naonal/global disaster
32%

29%

5%

30%

3
1&2- Very negative
influence

4%

Opt-in future communicaons systems
38%

23%

24%

9%

7%

9%

7%

Media coverage
17%

27%

40%

Adversing of charity campaigns
24%

15%

12%

39%

9%

Endorsement by a celebrity
9%

10%

34%

19%

PERCEPTIONS OF CHARITY
COMMUNICATIONS

28%

charities communicate their message effectively.
Supporters of only one charity are most likely to
have a positive view, likely a result of being aligned
to their chosen charity and the communications
they receive.

And the wider UK public are aligned too. 61% of
the total sample agree they want more control
over which charities they hear from, the strongest
attitude held across our different supporter groups
at this question.
Other attitudes are more differentiated amongst the
supporter groups. Half of our sample feel charities
spend too much on communications and 46% feel
both overwhelmed and under pressure from these
communications. Data suggests this is a factor in
previous supporter decisions to turn away from
charities, with over half of those who used to donate
to a particular charity but no longer do so holding
these views (53%, 56%, 56% respectively).

61%

OF THE TOTAL
SAMPLE AGREE

THEY WANT MORE

CONTROL OVER WHICH

Although there are concerns about charity
communications, 44% of supporters feel

CHARITIES THEY HEAR FROM

Donors Deciphered: Cracking the Communication Code
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Total
sample

Those who
have
supported
one charity
in the last
year

Those who
have
supported
more than
one charity
in the last
year

Those who
use to
support but
no longer
do so

Those who
have not
donated in
the past
year

I’d like more control over which chari es I hear from

52%

51%

53%

56%

37%

Chari es spend too much on communica ons

39%

35%

40%

42%

37%

If I support or donate to a charity, I’d like to hear from them

23%

31%

23%

20%

10%

Chari es communicate their message effec vely

21%

30%

26%

-3%

-5%

I feel overwhelmed by communica ons from chari es

20%

21%

17%

39%

26%

I feel under pressure from charity communica ons

17%

15%

14%

34%

26%

I can iden fy with charity messaging

9%

21%

15%

-12%

-20%

Charity messaging is posi ve and engaging

8%

18%

12%

-12%

-25%

If I support or donate to a charity, I’d like to be thanked by them

2%

9%

-6%

10%

16%

How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following
statements about how chari es communicate with you
directly?
1= Strongly disagree- 5= Strongly agree
Data shows net agree- net disagree percentages

TABLE 5: Differences between net agree and net disagree ratings of attitudes towards charity communications across different
supporter groups (Base total sample: 5000)

With those who support multiple charities more
likely to support charities when asked, compared
to those supporting the same charity year on year,
this group look to be more spontaneous in their
support, perhaps viewing the sector more holistically
and donating as and when the ask is right with less
reciprocation sought from the charity.

45% of the public appreciate hearing from a charity
they support, and this is appreciated most prominently
by those who had supported one charity (50%), a nod
to wanting a more personal connection?
Interestingly, being thanked by the charity for a
donation seems to divide opinion, with 35% seeking
this and 33% not. When looking into this polarisation
further, it is those who chose one charity to support
that are more likely to want to be thanked (39%),
again pointing towards the loyalty of this group who
appreciate a more personal relationship. Conversely,
38% of those supporting multiple charities do not look
for this (a higher percentage than those who don’t
support and those who have turned away from a
charity in the past year).

Donors Deciphered: Cracking the Communication Code
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78%
OF THOSE
WHO USED TO

SUPPORT

CHARITIES

SPOTLIGHT ON THOSE WHO
HAVE RECENTLY TURNED AWAY

BUT NO LONGER

DO SO FEEL THERE ARE

TOO MANY

Over three quarters (78%) of those who used to
support charities but no longer do so feel there are
too many to choose from and over two thirds are
concerned they’ll be asked for more and more after
giving once (70%), as well as raising concerns about
trustworthiness (68%).

TO CHOOSE FROM

These concerns are more prominent amongst the
older age groups, alongside concerns about sharing
personal information, whereas the younger group
are more likely to be seeking information on how
their donation is used.

As can be seen from table 6, these concerns are
stronger amongst this group when compared to non
donors, identifying these as potential push factors
from charity support.

Those who
used to
support but
no longer
do so

Those who
have not
donated
in the
past year

There are too many charies to choose from

4.1

4

If I knew more about how my donaon was being used to directly help charies I’d be more inclined to give

3.9

3.4

I am concerned about the trustworthiness of charies

3.9

3.9

I am uncomfortable with the ways in which charies fundraise

3.7

3.6

I am concerned about sharing my personal informaon with charies

3.8

3.8

I am concerned that if I donate once I’ll be asked for more and more

4

4

Financial and/or me pressures make it difficult for me to donate/support charies

3.8

3.7

I don’t think donang makes a meaningful difference to the end cause

3.2

3.3

Please tell us how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements
1= Strongly disagree 5= Strongly agree

TABLE 6: Influencers to support charity (Base all non-charity supporters-1048)
Donors Deciphered: Cracking the Communication Code
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Figure 4
Concerns amongst those who used to support
charities but no longer do so
Base used to support but no longer do so- 262

There are too many charites to choose from
If I knew more about how my donaon was being used
to directly help charies I’d bemore inclined to give

62%

I am concerned about the trustworthiness of
charies

I am concerned about sharing my personal
informaon with charies

63%

I am concerned that if I donate once I’ll be
asked for more and more

Net agree

18%
10%

70%

Financial and/or me pressures make it difficult
for me to donate/support charies

61%

Net disagree
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18%
27%

37%

Neither agree nor disagree

13%

21%

8%

10%

15%

58%

6% 4%

8%

22%

68%

I am uncomfortable with the ways in which
charies fundraise

I don’t think donang makes a meaningful
difference to the end cause

11%

78%

24%

Don't know

12%

5%
8%

7%

12%

8%

13%

7%
12%

53%

SO WHAT
SHOULD
CHARITIES
BE
SAYING?

STATED THEY
LIKE TO HEAR
HOW THEIR
DONATIONS
ARE USED IN

CHARITIES
COMMUNICATIONS

The public are looking for a more personalised
conversation with charities and reassurance on how
their donations are used, a strong recurring theme
throughout the survey. 53% state this is what they
like to hear in charity communications.

WITH THEM

communications (4% sought glossy, well designed
content) or how the information is presented (18%
appreciating succinct information).

Preferences centred around real life stories (45%)
bringing to life the difference made by the charity,
positive stories (44%) and up to date information
(42%). Data indicates the public are looking for on
the ground, real information as opposed to the high
profile endorsements (3%), style of the

Hard-hitting facts and statistics landed well with the
18-24 age group (52%), and this group looked to be
more receptive to the real-life and positive stories too.

Figure 5
Communication content preferences
Base total sample: 5000

Informaon about how my donaon has been used

53%

Real- life stories showing the difference made by the charity

45%
44%

Posive stories

42%

Up to date informaon

33%

Hard hing facts and stascs

24%

Informaon about campaigns and targets

23%

Clear informaon about how to donate or how to obtain further informaon

18%

Succinct informaon
Glossy, well designed print or email communicaons
High profile endorsement, for example, by a celebrity

4%
3%

Don’t know

13%
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Email communications are the preference of the
45+ age group and reflecting the increasingly
representative digital population, 44% of 65+ age
group favour this channel, with just over a third of
this group selecting postal communication as their
preference – silver surfers and those preferring
something a little more tangible.

AND HOW
SHOULD
THEY
BE
SAYING
IT?
In an increasingly
digital world, it’s
interesting to see only
a quarter of those
who disclosed who
they’d donated to in
the past year said they
had heard from them
via email. Four in ten
stated this as their
preferred channel.

Received

Preferred

THE YOUNGER

Informaon by post

27%

28%

ARE MORE

Informaon by email

23%

41%

Website

19%

24%

Publicaons/ leaflets

19%

16%

Social Media

16%

19%

Events

16%

13%

Phone

4%

3%

Text

3%

5%

Specific charity app

2%

3%

AUDIENCE
OPEN TO LESS
TRADITIONAL

ROUTES OF

COMMUNICATION

The younger audience
are more open to less
traditional routes of communication: social media,
events, texts and specific charity apps. And this
should be considered in context with the younger
audience more prominent on social media and social
media users being more open to influence, 40% vs.
28% making an in moment decision on whether to
support a particular charity.

TABLE 7: Communication preferences vs. current
communication channels (Base: total sample-5000)

35%
SELECTED POSTAL

OF 65
PLUS

COMMUNICATION
AS THEIR PREFERENCE
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